EAST March 2023
Quarterly Update Webinar

Tuesday, March 21st at 11am
and
Monday, March 27th at 2pm
The EAST Project Team

Susan Stearns
Project Director
sstearns@blc.org

Sara Amato
Project Manager
samato@blc.org

Matthew Revitt
Shared Print Consultant
matthew.revitt@maine.edu
Agenda

• EAST Transitions, Organizational update / Email addresses
• Membership Updates
• Collection Analysis Update
• A little Alma Documentation
• ‘23 Member meeting
• Partnership Update
• Rosemont Update
• SCELC/EAST IMLS Grant Award
EAST Transitions

• Organizational update - we are officially a 501(c)(3) and in the process of setting up our own bank account
• New financial services provider: Non Profit Capital Management in Sterling, MA as of May 1st
• New @eastlibraries.org e-mail addresses coming soon - samato@eastlibraries.org and sstearns@eastlibraries.org
• New billing information for FY24 invoices - W9 will be made available but if you KNOW additional registration is required, PLEASE email sstearns@eastlibraries.org
Membership Update

- 11 North Carolina Consortia Retention Partners - currently reviewing 250k proposed retentions
- 11 VIVA Consortia Retention Partners - data indexing in Gold Rush
- 30 VIVA and 1 North Carolina Consortia Supporting Partners

- Total EAST membership is now 134 member libraries in 15 states
Collection Analysis Update

- Group collection analysis project focused on newer monograph titles (acquired between 2011 and 2021)
- Using Gold Rush to facilitate the analysis
- 43 libraries, including some special collections
- Kickoff meeting in May, timeline into early 2024
A little Alma Documentation

Adding committed to retain flag to items in Alma

Available at EAST 583 site and the Shared Print Toolkit recording retentions page

Working on exporting directly to Gold Rush

Adding HathiTrust to the search interface

https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/appcenter/link-to-hathitrust
EAST Member Meeting

Virtual Member Meeting ‘23

Help us with the content planning - this meeting is for YOU!

Contact samato@eastlibraries.org

Possible Hybrid Meeting ‘24
Partnership Accomplishments doc

20+ Best Practices
Communications Tools
Algorithms and ROI
See also: Quarterly Updates

Communications Docs in Toolkit
toolkit.sharedprint.org

New Program Coordinator: Nika Worth

PAN listserv: https://www.crl.edu/subscribe-pan
SCELC/EAST IMLS Grant Award

“Community Strategies to Expand Diversity and Inclusivity in the Collective Collection of Shared Print”: 2-year planning grant focused on Minority-Serving Institutions (primarily HBCU’s & HSI’s)

Goals:
• Understand barriers to shared print for MSI’s
• Expand participation by adding 2 MSI’s each to SCELC and EAST
• Analyze collective collections with DEI focus
• Recommend next steps

Planning to use EBSCO Panorama and OCLC Choreo for analysis of the diversity of collections
Thank you.

Q & A